Learn how to protect yourself and navigate through dangerous situations you may face in college. Learn about campus safety, safe alcohol consumption, date-rape drugs, and more.
"The Other College Prep" for Senior & Ambassador Girl Scouts

*This patch program addresses serious and heavy topics and no in any way condones underage drinking.*
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IT WAS A FRIDAY NIGHT AND I HAD JUST COME BACK FROM THE LIBRARY TO MY DORM ROOM WHILE MY ROOMMATES WERE AT A FRAT PARTY. BECAUSE ONE OF US ALWAYS FORGOT OUR KEY, WE WOULD USUALLY LEAVE THE DOOR UNLOCKED. THE PERSON WHO WAS COMING HOME LAST WOULD USUALLY LOCK THE DOOR, BUT REALISTICALLY IT STAYED UNLOCKED MOST NIGHTS. I HAD JUST TAKEN A SHOWER, PUT MY PAJAMAS ON AND GOTTEN IN BED WHEN SUDDENLY MY DOOR WAS PUSHED OPEN AND A COMPLETE STRANGER RAN INTO MY ROOM. I WAS AN 18-YEAR-OLD GIRL, ALL ALONE AT 1 AM WITH A STRANGER IN MY ROOM. I JUMPED OUT OF BED AND SAW A TALL MAN JUST BLANKLY STARING AT ME. AFTER ABOUT 10 SECONDS, HE TURNED AROUND AND RAN OUT. I QUICKLY RAN TO THE DOOR AND LOCKED IT BUT I WAS SHAKING. I THINK THAT THE MAN WAS JUST CONFUSED AND WENT INTO THE WRONG DORM ROOM, BUT I WILL NEVER REALLY KNOW. ALTHOUGH THANKFULLY NOTHING HAPPENED TO ME, THAT DAY IS ONE THAT I WILL NEVER FORGET BECAUSE IT TAUGHT ME HOW NOT LOCKING YOUR DOOR JUST ONCE COULD CHANGE YOUR LIFE. I AM SO THANKFUL THAT THE STRANGER WHO ENTERED MY ROOM WAS MOST LIKELY A CONFUSED COLLEGE BOY WHO WAS TOO DRUNK TO KNOW HIS OWN ROOM NUMBER AND NOT SOMEONE WITH BAD INTENTIONS. PLEASE TAKE THIS AS A LESSON TO ALWAYS LOCK YOUR DOOR, BECAUSE YOU NEVER KNOW WHO CAN WALK INTO YOUR ROOM."

-VICTORIA C.
SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY
WHAT WILL THIS TOPIC COVER?

1. DORM SAFETY
2. SELF-DEFENSE ITEMS
3. HOW TO STAY ALERT WHILE WALKING AT NIGHT

1. DORM SAFETY

Your dorm is meant to be a private, safe space where you can express yourself freely and comfortably. Following Victoria's story about dorm safety, here are some tips you can follow to protect yourself and stay safe.

1. **Lock your door as soon as you enter your dorm.** Many students will leave their doors open during the day and forget to close them at night by habit. By always locking the door, you can always ensure your safety.

2. **Never give your keys to anyone.** Even if it is someone you trust, your keys can end up in the wrong hands and have a copy made of them.

3. **Always make sure no one is following you into your building or dorm room.** It is difficult to protect yourself if someone sneaks up on you and corners you. Just take a quick look behind you before entering your building. If you notice that someone is following you or making you uncomfortable, do not go to your room. Find the RA, a dorm building employee, or call 911 and explain your situation to them. Never be scared to ask for help. It is always better to be safe than sorry!
Campus Safety
-Staying Safe-

2. SELF-DEFENSE ITEMS
IT IS ALWAYS GOOD TO CARRY SELF-DEFENSE ITEMS BECAUSE THEY NOT ONLY MAKE YOU SAFER BUT ALSO MAKE YOU FEEL SAFER! BELOW ARE SOME CREATIVE, CONCEALABLE OPTIONS. TAKE A LOOK!

1. PEPPER SPRAY
- SPRAY YOUR ATTACKER AND GIVE YOURSELF TIME TO RUN AWAY, AND KEEP IT IN YOUR HAND OR IN YOUR FRONT POCKET FOR EASY ACCESS.

2. SHE'S BIRDIE
- A CONCEALABLE PERSONAL SAFETY ALARM MADE BY WOMEN, FOR WOMEN. IT HAS A SOUNDING ALARM AND STROBE LIGHTS TO DETER ANY POSSIBLE THREAT.

3. SELF-DEFENSE KEYCHAINS
- THESE COME IN CUSTOMIZABLE STYLES AND COLORS SO YOU CAN MAKE THEM YOUR OWN! THE KEYCHAIN USUALLY CONTAINS: PEPPER SPRAY, METAL STRIKING OBJECTS, SOUND ALARMS, AND MORE.

4. FISTS
- LASTLY, NOTHING IS MORE EFFECTIVE THAN FIGHTING BACK, SO USE YOUR FISTS!

3. STAYING ALERT AT NIGHT
MOST FEELINGS OF UNEASENESS AND FEAR COME AT NIGHT, ESPECIALLY WHEN YOU ARE WALKING ALONE. HERE ARE SOME TIPS TO PREVENT DANGEROUS SITUATIONS BY STAYING ALERT.

1. DO NOT WEAR HEADPHONES AT NIGHT
- WEARING HEADPHONES PREVENTS YOU FROM HEARING YOUR SURROUNDINGS. ALWAYS BE ATTENTIVE!

2. BUDDY SYSTEM
- THERE WILL BE TIMES WHEN YOU WILL NEED TO WALK AROUND CAMPUS AT NIGHT. IF YOU CAN, ALWAYS TRY TO FIND A FRIEND TO WALK WITH. IF YOU ARE ALONE, FIND A GROUP OF PEOPLE TO STAY CLOSE BEHIND. THERE IS SAFETY IN NUMBERS!

3. CALL CAMPUS SECURITY FOR AN ESCORT.
- MOST COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES PROVIDE FREE RIDES AND ESCORTS 24 HOURS A DAY. IF YOU FEEL UNSAFE, LOOK FOR A BLUE-LIGHT PHONE AND CALL FOR A RIDE.
ACTIVITY 1
Research your own cool self-defense items and discuss with your troop-mates why you like them. Choose at least 3 and explain their benefits and possible disadvantages. Some ideas are pepper sprays, whistles, personal sirens, mini tasers/stun guns, personal safety alarms, etc...

ACTIVITY 2
Watch the Youtube video: "7 Self-Defense Essentials to Protect Yourself" and practice them with a partner... but be gentle with them!
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CKaa19kpgzM

ACTIVITY 3
Take a self-defense course either online or in person!
Below is an amazing resource that teaches about self-defense, specifically for women, in almost all situations!
Link: https://www.womensselfdefense-seps.com/
Uber/Lyft Safety

LEARN HOW TO STAY SAFE AND AWARE
WHEN USING A DRIVING SERVICE

I CANCELED MY UBER RIDE
AFTER WHAT HE SAID TO ME...

Personal Story

"I was 13 years old and my parents and I were taking an Uber to the airport from our home. The Uber driver introduced himself and seemed relatively normal. No alarms in my head were sounding as I was with my parents, and the driver had done nothing to make me wary of him. We were all strapped into our seats and ready to start our drive to the airport when, all of the sudden, we noticed that my dog had run out of the front door and was now running around the lawn. My parents immediately got out of the car to catch the dog, and I was left alone with the driver. I am a naturally paranoid person, so right when my parents exited the Uber, I undid my seatbelt just in case there was a situation where I felt like I needed to get out of the car quickly. His question "how old are you?" broke the silence. Being courteous, I smiled at him and said "13". He responded "you seem like you have good parents" and I said "yes, they are very good parents" in a short but respectful manner. Outside of the car, my parents had still not caught the dog so I let out a small, amused laugh at the situation. All of a sudden the driver turned his body towards me very seriously and said "I am going to drive away and see how loud your mom screams". There was something sinister about this comment. I knew I had to leave the car immediately. Without giving him a response, I opened the car door and leaped out, walking over to where my parents were and pretending to help catch the dog. I discreetly told them about the comment the driver had just made to me and they were stunned, feeling just as uncomfortable as I had in that moment.

We all walked inside the house and immediately canceled the Uber. My father went into the Uber app and reported the man for inappropriate behavior. It is now 5 years after this experience, and I still am extremely cautious when I get into Ubers because of it. I have taken hundreds of positive Uber drives and less than a handful of negative ones, but I now know how to handle any situation I am faced with."

-Isabella C.
Incoming College Freshman
THE UBER SAFETY CHECKLIST

1. BEFORE GETTING INTO AN UBER, COMPLETE THE "UBER-SAFETY CHECKLIST" TO MAKE SURE YOU ARE GETTING INTO THE RIGHT CAR AND STAYING SAFE ON YOUR DRIVE.

2. CHECK THE LICENSE PLATES
   Making sure you are entering the right car is super important. People with bad intentions can pose as Uber drivers to lure you into their car.

3. ASK THE DRIVER WHO THEY ARE PICKING UP.
   By asking the driver WHO they are picking up instead of asking if they are picking up [your name], you can both confirm each other's identities and make sure a stranger is not just saying they are your Uber to get you into their car.

4. CHECK THAT THE CHILD LOCK IS NOT ON.
   If the child-lock is on, that prevents you from being able to open the door even if the doors are unlocked. This can be used to forcibly keep you in the car.

5. SHARE RIDE WITH A TRUSTED CONTACT.
   Uber and Lyft have a very handy feature that allows you to share rides with a contact so they can see your location for the duration of the drive. Always do this (even if you feel safe).

6. BE ATTENTIVE TO THE MAP.
   Make sure that the driver is taking the right turns and is on the right road. Periodically, look at the map on either your phone (or the driver's) to confirm your location.
2. WHAT TO DO IF YOU FEEL UNSAFE

YOU HAVE THE ABILITY TO CANCEL YOUR RIDE AT ANY POINT ON THE UBER AND LYFT APPS. USE THIS BUTTON IF YOU EVER FEEL UNCOMFORTABLE UNSAFE. IT IS IMPORTANT TO LISTEN TO YOUR GUT. IF YOU FEEL SOMETHING IS OFF, TRUST YOURSELF. IF THE UBER IS NOT ALLOWING YOU TO EXIT THE CAR, IMMEDIATELY CALL 911. THIS IS WHY SHARING YOUR RIDE WITH A TRUSTED PERSON IS IMPORTANT - THEY CAN SERVE AS YOUR LIFE-LINE!

BIGGEST TAKEAWAY:
IF YOUR GUT TELLS YOU SOMETHING IS WRONG, LISTEN TO IT. NO ONE KNOWS YOUR SITUATION BETTER THAN YOURSELF.

NEXT PAGE:
UBER/LYFT SAFETY ACTIVITIES
Uber/Lyft Safety Activities

Seniors and Ambassadors are required to complete at least one of the activities

ACTIVITY 1

Talk to a friend, classmate, or troopmate and teach them about the "Uber Safety Checklist". Then, order an Uber or Lyft and complete the checklist together.

Checklist Review:
1. Check license plates
2. Ask the driver who he is picking up
3. Make sure child lock is off before you enter the car
4. Share the ride with a trusted contact
5. Confirm the drop-off location with the driver and check your surroundings to make the driver is taking your desired location

ACTIVITY 2

Warning - this activity discusses the subject of murder and may distressing for some readers.

Read this article on the murder of college senior, Samantha Josephson, who mistakenly got into a car thinking it was her Uber. Then, watch the video titled "April 2019. Student Killed After Mistaking Suspect's Car for Her Uber" above the article.

Link: https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/student-killed-after-taking-car-she-mistook-uber-was-victim-n1274534
Alcohol Consumption*
Know Your Limit

Learn how to calculate your blood alcohol content (BAC) and why it is important to do so.

*This program does not condone underage drinking*

Personal Story

It was Lauren’s freshman year of college, and everything was going great. She found amazing friends, got into the sorority of her dreams, and had a very active social life. Lauren’s new sorority decided to throw a big party to welcome all the new freshmen and let them get to know each other. Although Lauren had been to parties and had a few drinks before, they were always in moderation around people she trusted (her parents, family, etc.) Lauren’s friends kept arriving and asking her to drink with them. Swept up in the moment and wanting to please her friends, Lauren drank more and more, not counting the number of drinks she had already had. She walked onto the dance floor with her friends, and that is the last thing she remembers. She woke up, confused, in a hospital bed with IVs in her arms and feeling like she had been hit by a truck. The doctor told her that she had drunk so much the night before that she passed out at the party. With Lauren seemingly unresponsive, her friends called the ambulance and realized she had alcohol poisoning, leading her to have to get her stomach pumped. Lauren felt so embarrassed about this situation! Not only had she felt as if she had ruined the night for her friends, but she also had a large hospital bill to pay. Because of this situation, Lauren learned to never drink carelessly again and began to calculate her BAC level to know when to stop drinking. Up to this day, Lauren has never had another problem with alcohol consumption in her life. She says that if she had known how to calculate her BAC, she would not have ended up in the situation she did. She urges all students to learn how to calculate this before going to college.

-Lauren W.
University of Florida
Know Your Limit - B.A.C

What is B.A.C?

B.A.C stands for Blood Alcohol Level and is the amount of alcohol in your blood that develops from drinking alcoholic beverages. Levels can range from 0% (no alcohol) to over .4% (a potentially fatal level).

Why is it important for me to calculate my B.A.C?

By knowing how to calculate your BAC, you will be able to learn how to drink responsibly, when to stop drinking, and if/when you are impaired by alcohol. You could potentially save yourself from a scary situation like Lauren’s, or even save your life.

How do I calculate it?

That is the easy part! Many websites have BAC calculators, and there are also plenty of apps to use to make it easily accessible to all. Find one you like or use the calculator or the chart below!

Know Your Limit

Approximate Blood Alcohol Content (BAC) In One Hour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drinks</th>
<th>Body Weight In Pounds</th>
<th>Influenced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BAC Calculator!

HTTPS://WWW.CALCULATOR.NET/BAC-CALCULATOR.HTML
ACTIVITY 1

Practice calculating B.A.C with the charts provided above. Answer the questions below:

1. Lauren weighs 125 pounds. At a party on Friday night, she consumed two shots and 3 beers. Calculate her B.A.C for Friday night.

2. Calculate your own B.A.C! Use the chart above to see what your B.A.C would be if you were to drink 2 beers and 2 shots. If you are comfortable, compare your numbers with your friends.

ACTIVITY 2

Read this CBS News article of Drinking Culture and watch the short video associated with it.

Drink Spiking & Date-Rape Drugs

WHAT IS DRINK SPIKING? WHAT ARE DATE-RAPE DRUGS?
HOW TO KNOW IF YOU HAVE BEEN DRUGGED

Personal Story

"I HAD AN INTERNSHIP IN NEW YORK, SO MY MOM AND I FLEW THERE TOGETHER. WE DECIDED TO HAVE A MOTHER-DAUGHTER EVENING AND GO OUT TO DINNER TO A REALLY COOL RESTAURANT THAT HAD A BAR. WE EACH ORDERED A DRINK FROM THE WAITER. WHILE WE WAITED FOR OUR FOOD, I DECIDED TO WALK AROUND AND CHECK OUT THE PLACE. I WALKED AROUND THE BAR AREA WITH MY DRINK IN MY HAND JUST LOOKING AROUND BUT AFTER A FEW MINUTES I BEGAN TO FEEL STRANGE & STARTED TO WALK BACK TO OUR TABLE. THAT IS WHERE MY MEMORY ENDS. I DO NOT REMEMBER ANYTHING ELSE FROM THAT NIGHT, BUT MY MOTHER FILLED IN THE GAPS FOR ME. APPARENTLY, ONCE I GOT BACK TO THE TABLE, I STARTED TO SLUR MY WORDS AND COULD NOT KEEP MY EYES OPEN. MY MOM KNEW SOMETHING WAS WRONG AND REALIZED THAT I HAD BEEN ROOFIED. SHE ORDERED A CAB AND HAD TO CARRY ME TO THE HOTEL. I SPENT THE REST OF THE NIGHT THROWING UP. I AM FOREVER GRATEFUL THAT MY MOM WAS THERE BECAUSE, WITHOUT HER, THAT NIGHT COULD HAVE ENDED IN A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT WAY."

-AMANDA E.
HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR
Drink Spiking & Date-Rape Drugs

What Will This Topic Cover?
1. What Are Drink Spiking & Date Rape Drugs?
2. How To Know If You Have Been Roofied
3. Items & Tips To Prevent Getting Roofied

1. Drink Spiking & Date Rape Drugs

Drink spiking is the act of sneaking drugs or alcohol into someone’s beverage. Most cases of drink spiking are done to commit sexual assault or robbery. According to Wikipedia, date rape drugs are "any drug that incapacitates another person and renders that person vulnerable to sexual assault, including rape". They can come in the form of a small dissolvable pill or a colorless and odorless liquid. Many different drugs can be used, but the one of the most common drugs is Rohypnol which is why they often call it "being roofied".

2. How To Know If You Have Been Drugged

It depends on the dosing that you have been given. The same roofie could affect two different people in two completely different ways, so reactions can vary. The side effects can range from feeling a bit more easygoing and playful to being fully incapacitated and not having any control over your own mind and body. As we read in Amanda’s story above, she was unable to walk, throwing up, and has no memory of that night. According to Banyan Treatment Center, below are some of the common reactions to being drugged:

- Excessive drunkenness (a major red flag if you haven’t had much to drink)
- Gaps in memory
- Sedation
- Difficulties concentrating or staying focused
- Reduced alertness and energy
- Disorientation
- Difficulties moving or feeling paralyzed
- Loss of muscle control
- Nausea
3. **How Can I Prevent Drink Spiking**

+ **Helpful Tips & Gadgets**

You may find yourself wondering, "Can I prevent getting drugged?" And the answer is that you most definitely can! Here are some tips to stay safe and alert:

- **Never put your drink down!** If you do, go get a new drink. Someone could have easily spiked it while you were not looking. It only takes 1 second for someone to slip in a pill or invisible liquid.

- **Keep your drink covered.** Even if your drink is in your hand, it can still be spiked without you noticing. Keep it covered! That way no one can drop anything in your drink.

- **Never accept a drink someone is offering you.** Even if you trust the person, someone else may have spiked it without your friend's knowledge.

- **Bring your own cup to gatherings.** Many college students do this to prevent getting drugged at large events. Bring your own cup with a lid so it is not possible for anyone to drop anything into it.

- **Always be aware of your surroundings.** If you see a person hovering around you or seeming suspicious, walk away and stay very attentive to your drink. You can let someone near you, or a bartender know of your situation and they can help you navigate through it.

**Helpful Tip:** If you are at a bar and feel uncomfortable, order an "Angel Shot" at the bar. This is not a real drink, but rather a universal term that bartenders understand which lets them know that someone is making you feel uncomfortable. They are trained to intervene and will help you stay safe.

+ **Helpful gadgets**

There are many helpful gadgets that have been created to help women avoid these scary and dangerous drugging situations. Below are two examples. You will research more in the activity section of this topic.

- **Test my drink" test strips** - These personal test strips are designed to detect the possible presence of the illicit "date rape drugs" GHB and ketamine in alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages.

- **Night Cap®** - The Night Cap® scrunchies and keychains are dually functional products that can be used to cover over most cups and glasses to prevent pills and powders from being dropped into a drink. When ready, pull drink cover out of the hidden pocket, place over drink, pop in a straw and enjoy!
Drink Spiking & Date-Rape Drugs

SENIORS AND AMBASSADORS ARE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE BOTH ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1

a) Many people are not aware of how easy it is to be drugged. Watch this short video which highlights how easy it is for someone to slip something into your drink. It is pretty scary!

   Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=19ELHA10HY0

b) After watching the video, select a partner, fill up two glasses with water and take any small item (tic tacs, corn kernels, etc.) to see how stealthily you can drop it into each other's drink. Doing it yourself will help you visualize how possible it is for someone else to do it. Was your partner able to notice?

ACTIVITY 2

a) Go on the internet and research different types of date rape drugs and the form in which they take (pills, liquid, etc). Find someone and educate them on what you learned about the effects of being drugged and how easy it is to spike a drink.

b) Go on the internet and research 5 different devices or gadgets that can either prevent you from being drugged or identify if your drink has been spiked. Share your selections with the troop- tell them which you would use and why.
RESOURCES

Books:
The Gyne’s Guide for College Women – How to Have. Healthy, Safe, and Happy Four Years
M. Susan Scanlon, MD
Essential guidebook for all girls going to college! Written by a physician and women’s health expert, The Gyne’s Guide talks managing stress and depression, and getting enough sleep, to risks of alcohol use, sexual assault prevention, and avoiding date rape drugs and more. All the facts, tips, and suggestions about how to be healthy, safe, and happy in college are explained in detail.

Drink Spiking Prevention Products:
NightCap® Drink Covers- NightCap® was invented by 16-year-old Shirah Benarde from West Palm Beach, Florida. The idea came to her in a dream after hearing about the horrors of drink spiking from friends who experienced it after going off to college. Fortunately, her friends were okay, but Shirah was determined to come up with a solution to this problem to protect her and her friends when they went off to college. She also wanted to make sure the product would be something girls would feel comfortable using. Available on nightcapit.com or on Amazon.

Test My Drink” Test Strips - These personal test strips are designed to detect the possible presence of the illicit "Date Rape Drugs" GHB and Ketamine in alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages. Available on testmydrink.com or Amazon.

SipChip - Test your drink for signs of drug tampering anytime, anywhere. SipChip™ is a coin-sized drug test that helps you drink more safely. One drop of liquid is all it takes to see if your drink has been spiked. Get results in as little as 30 seconds. Available on undercovercolors.com

Websites:

https://nightcapit.com/pages/educate - Great educational resource explaining drink spiking, how to prevent drink spiking, how to recognize if you (or a friend) has been drugged and what to do if you think you've been drugged.

https://www.responsibility.org - Help yourself and those around you make a lifetime of responsible alcohol choices. The Foundation for Advancing Alcohol Responsibility leads the fight to eliminate drunk driving and underage drinking and promotes responsible decision-making regarding beverage alcohol.

https://www.notinmydrink.com/ - The #NotInMyDrink Foundation is an organization whose sole purpose is to raise awareness about the risks and dangers of Drink Spiking and to encourage changes in social behavior for those at risk.

https://www.calculator.net/bac-calculator.html - Calculate your BAC with the BAC Calculator. Just input yur weight, time since first drink , and what you drank to instantly know your BAC.